Tuesday 19th November 2019
Resorts World Sentosa | Singapore
#TSEA19

ENTRY INFORMATION PACK

ORGANISED BY

www.thespecialeventasia.com/awards

IMPORTANT DATES
AND DEADLINES
Entry Deadline
6 September 2019
Shortlist Announced
11 October 2019
Award Ceremony and Gala Dinner
19 November 2019

150+

Award Submissions

1

Exciting Evening

600+

Attendees

22

Categories

25

Expert Judges
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INTRODUCTION
The Special Event Awards Asia is a grand occasion where the whole industry will come
together to recognise and celebrate the achievements of the event industry in Asia. 2019
marks the inaugural award ceremony for the industry in Asia, where the best of the best will
be rewarded for all their dedication and hard work contributing to some of the most amazing
events in the world. This year there are 22 awards covering a diverse range of categories
including e-sports, event agencies, marketing, technology and many more. Join us for a
wonderful evening of celebration!
The Special Event Awards Asia will take place in Singapore on the 19th November 2019 at
Equarius Hotel, Resorts World Sentos, complimenting the amazing exhibition taking place
throughout the day (18th-19th November).
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POINTS TO
REMEMBER


We encourage any brand/company/agency/team
or individual related to the event industry to enter
the Awards.



All entries must be submitted online on our website
to be entered for the awards, nominations received
by email or post will not be entered.



There is no cost to submit an application and you
can submit as many unique applications as you like.



All applications must be written in the English
language and any entries in any other language will
be disregarded by our judging panel.



All events nominated must have taken place in Asia
and between the period of August 2018 September
2019.



A confirmation email will be sent to you confirming
the successful receipt of your submission and you
will be advised if your submission is incomplete.



You will only be contacted if your submission has
been shortlisted (shortlist announced on the 11th
October 2019) and you will be advised on further
steps.



As a shortlisted entry you will required to attend
the awards ceremony.
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BENEFITS OF
ENTERING
Entering the awards is a great opportunity to demonstrate all the hard work and
dedication that you, your team and your company/brand have been working towards
and to celebrate the achievements of the Events Industry in Asia. The evening will be
full of celebrations as teams come together for the only event dedicated to the events
industry.


Recognise and celebrate the dedication and achievements within the event
industry across Asia.



Reward your employees/colleagues and have fun together!



Being nominated for these prestigious awards are a sure way to boost morale
and market your company/brand a more attractive work place.



The awards are the perfect opportunity to network with hundreds of
professionals within the industry.
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OUR CATEGORIES
This year we have a total of 22 awards, split into 6 groups (Exhibitions, Live Events, Individual Awards, Suppliers & Production, Branding & Communications
and Brand/Creative Agencies). We advise that you read through all the categories and their descriptions and apply for the category/categories that best
relate to your work.

INDUSTRY ICON

YOUNG ACHIEVER

This award will acknowledge and recognise an exhibition/event professional in
Asia who has reached outstanding achievements and contributed greatly to the
growth of the industry, success of their business and the events they worked
for. Nominations can be made by anyone who wants to recommend an event
professional. Please provide full details of the achievements the Industry Icon has
made.

The Young Achiever Award will acknowledge, encourage and reward an event
professional in Asia who has reached outstanding achievements and contributed
greatly to the success of their business, the company they work for, or a specific
event or series of events. Nominations can be made by anyone. Please provide
full details of the achievements the Young Achiever has made. Note: Include the
nominee's name; these entries are not anonymous.

THE CANDIDATE:

Eligible entrants: Event professional based in any Asian country.

GROUP: INDIVIDUAL

1.

Must have at least 10 years experience in the Exhibitions and Event Industry.

2.

Can be an employed person, company owner / a freelancer.

3.

Must have been working in Asia for at least 5 years.

JUDGING CRITERIA

GROUP: INDIVIDUAL

THE CANDIDATE:


Must be 30 years old or younger on the date the award ceremony takes
place (19th November 2019).



Can be an employed person, company owner / a freelancer.



Must have been working in Asia for at least 2 consecutive years.



This award is for the best-of-the-best and our judges will be scoring entries
based on the achievements of the individual.



Nominations will have to demonstrate the dedication and contributions
made to the industry



This award is for the best-of-the-best and our judges will be scoring entries
based on the achievements of the individual.



Entries will have to provide evidence of leadership





A testimonial will have to be provided, either from an employee, manager
or a client.

-Nominations will have to demonstrate the dedication and contributions
made to the industry



A testimonial will have to be provided, either from an employee, manager
or a client.

JUDGING CRITERIA
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BEST TRADE EXHIBITION

BEST CONSUMER EXHIBITION

This award recognises trade exhibition organisers that have excelled in organising
and delivering a successful trade exhibition. They must demonstrate how they
exceeded expectations in terms of visitor numbers, exhibition sales, promotional
campaigns, results to budget, innovation and marketing techniques, which led to
growth and enhanced service excellence of the event and its industry sector. This
category applies to existing and newly launched exhibitions.

This award recognises consumer exhibition organisers that have excelled in
organising and delivering a successful show. They must demonstrate how they
exceeded expectations in terms of visitor numbers, exhibition sales, promotional
campaigns, results to budget, innovation and marketing techniques, which led to
growth and enhanced service excellence of the event.

GROUP: EXHIBITION

JUDGING CRITERIA


Our judges are looking for the trade exhibition that exceeded all
expectations to deliver an excellent service for the industry.



Nominations will have to include facts/figures of how the entry delivered
innovation and promotional campaigns to boost visitor numbers and
exhibition sales.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.

BEST ARTS AND CULTURE
EVENT
GROUP: LIVE EVENTS

This award recognises an outstanding art, cultural or festival event whose main
theme is to represent and celebrate a culture, art, tradition or holiday. Entrants
must provide accurate descriptions of the event for the judges to study, supported
by visual evidence. The event must have been open to the public to attend and
can be a one-day event or a series of events organised under one main event title.
Private or corporate events are not eligible.

JUDGING CRITERIA




Judges for this category will be scoring entries based on the deliverables of
the event, including how the nomination stuck to the theme and budget of
the event.
The nomination will have to describe the aims, objectives and challenges of
the event.
Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.

GROUP: EXHIBITION

JUDGING CRITERIA


Judges will be looking for the consumer exhibition that exceeded all
expectations with regards to the number of visitors, exhibition sales,
promotional campaigns and results to budget.



You will need to demonstrate innovation and marketing techniques which
led to growth and service excellence



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.

BEST COMMUNITY EVENT
GROUP: LIVE EVENTS

This award is for the individual /team/company/brand that has gone above and
beyond to create an event which improves the local community. This event can be
anything from creating awareness about a special cause (social or philanthropic),
bringing the community together in a positive way to help improve the lives and
or environment of the community. Nominations for this event have to be able to
demonstrate the reasons that the event took place and the impact it had on the
community/environment.

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, our judges will be scoring nominations on the impact of the
event on the community, for example how the community/environment
benefitted from the event.



The nomination will have to describe the aims, objectives and challenges of
the event.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.
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BEST E-SPORTS / LIVE GAMING
EVENT

BEST EVENT ON A BUDGET
GROUP: LIVE EVENTS

As technology and innovation are increasingly becoming the main focus for the
future of the event industry, this category aims to recognise the ultimate live tech
event, esports. This category is for the company that delivered the ultimate esports
experience for the players and for the attendees. It includes any event involved with
esports or live gaming such as tournaments, community support or content sharing
activations.

This award is designed to recognise the effort that is required to successfully plan,
organise and manage an event on a limited budget. Entrants must provide accurate
descriptions of the event for the judges to study, supported by visual evidence.
Events eligible for this award must be open to the public and could include: music
events, sporting events, arts/cultural events, corporate product launches and brand
activations/promotions. Please note: Commercial conferences/exhibitions are not
eligible. Events submitted in this category must have been delivered under a budget
of US$ 100,000.

JUDGING CRITERIA

JUDGING CRITERIA

GROUP: LIVE EVENTS



For this award, judges will be scoring entries on the innovative capabilities
that made the event spectacular.



Nominations will have to demonstrate how the client vision and budget was
adhered to or improved through creative capabilities.



Entries will have to describe the aims, objectives and challenges that were
overcome for this event to be a success.



Judges for this award will be scoring nominations based on the aims,
objectives and challenges that were overcome for this event to be a
success.



Nominations will have to describe how they stuck to the client budget,
while still producing a spectacular event.

BEST MUSIC EVENT

BEST SPORTING EVENT

This award recognises an outstanding event, or set of events in terms of
organisation, creativity, and entertainment value that has been branded as a music
event or concert. All music events must have been open to the public to attend and
can be a one-day event or a series of events organised under one main event title
spread over a number of days. Entrants must provide accurate descriptions of the
event for the judges to study, supported by visual evidence.

This award recognises an outstanding sporting event or set of sporting events in
terms of organisation, creativity and sporting value. The event must have been open
to the public to attend and can be a one-day event or a series of events organised
under one main event title. Private events are not eligible. Entrants must provide
accurate descriptions of the event for the judges to study supported by visual
evidence.

JUDGING CRITERIA

JUDGING CRITERIA

GROUP: LIVE EVENTS

GROUP: LIVE EVENTS



Nominations will have to demonstrate the aims, objectives and challenges
faced for this event.



Nominations will have to demonstrate the aims, objectives and challenges
faced for this event.



Judges will be scoring entries based on the innovative capabilities that lead
to improved visitor numbers, sales and budget.



Judges will be scoring entries based on the innovative capabilities that lead
to improved visitor numbers, sales and budget.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.
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BEST EMPLOYER

BEST EVENT CATERER

This award is designed to recognise an employer in the events industry that has
created a stimulating and supportive workplace with well-motivated, well trained
employees. As such, the Employer of the Year will be seen as an “Employer of
Choice.”

This award aims to recognise the amazing caterers that bring next-level dishes
to attendee palates. The award will go to the caterers that deliver excellence
throughout their event and offer truly remarkable and innovative displays and
flavours. In order to win the award, the entry must demonstrate an example of how
the team are creative and help with the smooth running of an event. This award can
go to any catering company that work at events either corporate or private events
and is awarded to the team/company and is not an individual award.

GROUP: INDIVIDUAL

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, judges will be scoring the Best Employer as if it were the
“Employees Choice.” All entries will have to demonstrate an event worked
on and the skills/services provided.

GROUP: SUPPLIERS & PRODUCTION

JUDGING CRITERIA



Entries will have to demonstrate team work that lead to improved efficiency
or innovation for an event.



For this award our judges will be looking for the best event caterer, no
matter the type of event catered for.



Nominations will have to describe the employee welfare initiatives and the
reward and recognition policies of the company.



Nominations will have to provide a description of the services and skills that
they bring to events



A testimonial will have to be provided, either from an employee or a client.



A testimonial will have to be provided from a client

BEST LIGHT & SOUND
PRODUCTION

GROUP: SUPPLIERS & PRODUCTION
This award category recognises a first-class team of committed specialists in AV and/
or Lighting. The team should be able to provide the most dazzling and innovative
installation examples, taking the clients vision and turning it into something spectacular.
It’s all about the team and the equipment: whatever the scale and sophistication, this
award recognises the professional teams who are experts in set-up and go all out to help
in the smooth running of an event. The team should be able to give examples of when
they have added ideas and value to the client’s investment and done it all within their
budget.

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, our judging panel will be looking for the very best in the business.



Nominations will have to describe the services/skills that they bring to the
industry (along with event photos and a video link)



Entries must describe the innovative / creative capabilities that improved an
event while sticking to client budget.

BEST SUPPLIER

GROUP: SUPPLIERS & PRODUCTION
This award is designed to recognise the impact a supplier to the industry has had
on the region’s exhibition and event landscape. This can be by providing event staff,
excellent service delivery or an excellent product.

JUDGING CRITERIA


All entries will have to demonstrate an event worked on and the skills/
services provided.



Entries will have to demonstrate team work that lead to improved efficiency
or innovation for an event.



Entries must describe the innovative / creative capabilities that improved
an event while sticking to client budget.



A testimonial will have to be provided from a client
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BEST USE OF NEW
TECHNOLOGY AT AN EVENT
GROUP: SUPPLIERS & PRODUCTION

This award recognises the best use of new technology (that is, technology launched
within the last 12 months, from September 2018 through September 2019) in any
type of event or exhibition in Asia. These products need to be tangible and have a
direct impact on the event. Full details on how they were deployed also need to be
provided.

JUDGING CRITERIA


Our judging panel will be scoring entries based on the innovation/creative
capabilities of entries.



Nominations will have to describe the business objectives of the technology
and how it was efficiently used to improve an event.



Judges for this award will be scoring nominations based on the aims,
objectives and challenges that were overcome for this event to be a
success.

OUTSTANDING BRAND
ACTIVATION

GROUP: BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS
This award is designed to recognise an outstanding brand activation event
(single event or series) that created effective touchpoints between the brand and
(potential) consumers. Entries must demonstrate how the event achieved the aims
of the brand.

BEST EVENT MARKETING
CAMPAIGN

GROUP: BRANDING & COMMUNICATIONS
This award is designed to recognise an outstanding marketing campaign created
specifically for an event (single event or series). A campaign that created effective
awareness, increased the relevance on all social media channels and reached the full
potential of consumers/attendees.

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, nominations will have to describe the aims, objectives and
challenges that were overcome for this event to be a success.



Entries will have to describe how effective awareness was created using
this campaign and how it efficiently reached the target audience.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.



A testimonial will have to be provided from a client

BEST AGENCY

GROUP: BRAND/CREATIVE AGENCIES
This award recognises the agencies that create spectacular events. The agency
can be involved in the event in any way and has to be able to demonstrate all
contributions made.

JUDGING CRITERIA


Judges will be scoring this category based on the demonstrated work of
the agency and the skills/services that they provide to add value to the
event.

JUDGING CRITERIA


Our judging panel will be scoring entries on how the activation created an
effective touchpoint between the brand and the (potential) customers.



Nominations will have to describe how they work together to overcome
challenges and stick to the client budget.



Entries will have to describe the aims, objectives and challenges that were
overcome for this event to be a success.



A testimonial will have to be provided from a client



Entries will have to show the unique aspects of the activation and explain
why this entry deserves to win this prestigious award.
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BEST ASSOCIATION/
CORPORATE MEETING

GROUP: BRAND/CREATIVE AGENCIES
This award is designed to recognise the effort that is required to successfully plan,
organise and manage a meeting, conference or congress. Entries can be from
any professional association event, no matter the industry, length or frequency.
A meeting is considered the assembly of people with the purpose of exchanging
information, debate or discussion, education and relationship building, which is
scheduled alone or in conjunction with other events. Entrants must provide accurate
descriptions of the meeting for the judges to study supported by visual evidence.

JUDGING CRITERIA


Our judging panel will be scoring nominations based on the aims, objectives
and challenges that were overcome for this event to be a success.



The winning nomination will have to be able to provide an accurate
description of the meeting and explain the value the event added to the
association/industry.



Entries will have to describe how they evaluated the success of the event.

BEST IN-HOUSE EVENT TEAM
GROUP: BRAND/CREATIVE AGENCIES

This award aims to recognise the in-house event teams who produce highly
professional events for their own internal clients. The award is for those teams
that go that extra mile to produce spectacular events for their guests and always
deliver on their business objectives. To win this award, the team has to be able to
demonstrate examples of teamwork and expertise that lead to a successful outcome.

JUDGING CRITERIA


The judges will be looking for the team that exceed expectations to deliver
the most spectacular events.



Nominations will have to provide the innovative/creative capabilities
the team brought to a project and how they work together to deliver a
successful event.



Judges will be looking for the examples of an event delivered by the team;
the aims, objectives and challenges that were overcome for this event to be
a success.

BEST CORPORATE D&D EVENT
GROUP: BRAND/CREATIVE AGENCIES

A D&D evening is amongst the best opportunities to show a positive corporate
image and to create a happy and efficient employee environment. This award
recognises the best-of-the-best when it comes to the world of the Corporate Dinner
and Dance. It aims to recognise the companies that produced a spectacular evening
to honour and reward colleagues and staff for their work.

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, our judges will be scoring nominations based on the aims,
objectives and challenges that were overcome for this event to be a
success.



Nominations will have to describe how they reached their goals and
evaluated the success of the event.



A testimonial will have to be provided from an employee, manager or client

BEST EVENT SPACE DESIGN &
DÉCOR
GROUP: BRAND/CREATIVE AGENCIES

This award recognises outstanding event space design. The judges will look at
innovation and appropriateness of the décor—including lighting, props, table design and
other décor elements--for the event communication as the deciding factors. Entrants
must provide accurate descriptions of the design and decoration for the judges to
study, supported by visual evidence. Proof of meeting the client's objectives and
surpassing their expectations must also be provided.

JUDGING CRITERIA


For this award, nominations will have to describe the aims, objectives and
challenges that were overcome for this event to be a success.



Nominations will have to describe how the design and décor delivered or
improved the clients vision for the event.



Entries should describe how the team added innovation or creative capabilities
to improve the event design and/or décor while sticking to the budget
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JUDGING PROCESS
After the closing date for submissions all nominations will be collected and
reviewed by our panel of judges guaranteeing objectivity and credibility.
The judges will use the published criteria against which to score the entry.
Each Award winner will be scored individually by each judge and then
consensus will be made based on all scores. No correspondence will be
entered into by outside parties. Judging will be based on the strength of the
submissions and according to the Award key criteria.
After all scores are consolidated, a shortlist will be created, and winners
selected. The shortlist will then be announced and published prior to the
ceremony. Winners will be announced on the night of the Awards ceremony
itself.
The decision is final and neither the organisers nor the judging panel will enter
into any correspondence about the results.

CONFIDENTIALITY
We recognise and respect the sensitive nature of the information
submitted in the entries. Entries are not disclosed or discussed outside the
judging process. We do not publish the names of companies, organisations
or individuals that have not been shortlisted for an Award, nor will we
reproduce any information from your entry. Therefore, if you enter the
Awards, but are not successful, this will remain confidential.
All entries and supporting material will be destroyed after the Awards
presentation. The organisers reserve the right to use information contained
in the winning entries (apart from contact details and any content marked
not for publication) for subsequent publicity, promotions and other
activities relating to the Awards.
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GALA DINNER AND
AWARDS CEREMONY
All the awards will be presented at the gala dinner, which promises to be an amazing evening of
celebration.

Join us on the 19th November 2019 at Resorts World Sentosa, Singapore

IMPORTANT DATES AND DEADLINES
Entry Deadline			
Shortlist Announced			
Award Ceremony and gala Dinner

6 September 2019
11 October 2019
19 November 2019

TYPE

EARLY BIRD PRICE
(Until Shortlist
Announcement)

STANDARD PRICE

Platinum Table

$2,500

$2,750

Gold Table

$2,000

$2,200

Silver Table

$1,500

$1,650

Single Ticket

$150

$165

All prices in Singapore Dollars
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
Award Nominations
Jessica Freeman
Awards Manager
Jessica.Freeman@KNect365.com

Award Sponsorship
Speak to the sponsorship team to discuss
how your company can be positioned as
a Sponsor of the Awards
Amar.Daginawala@informa.com
Yvonne.Leong@ibcasia.com.sg
ORGANISED BY

www.thespecialeventasia.com/awards

